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Humans Use Predictive Kinematic Models to Calibrate
Visual Cues to Three-Dimensional Surface Slant

Peter Scarfe and Andrew Glennerster
School of Psychology and Clinical Language Sciences, University of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, United Kingdom RG6 6AL

When the sensory consequences of an action are systematically altered our brain can recalibrate the mappings between sensory cues and
properties of our environment. This recalibration can be driven by both cue conflicts and altered sensory statistics, but neither mecha-
nism offers a way for cues to be calibrated so they provide accurate information about the world, as sensory cues carry no information as
to their own accuracy. Here, we explored whether sensory predictions based on internal physical models could be used to accurately
calibrate visual cues to 3D surface slant. Human observers played a 3D kinematic game in which they adjusted the slant of a surface so that
a moving ball would bounce off the surface and through a target hoop. In one group, the ball’s bounce was manipulated so that the surface
behaved as if it had a different slant to that signaled by visual cues. With experience of this altered bounce, observers recalibrated their
perception of slant so that it was more consistent with the assumed laws of kinematics and physical behavior of the surface. In another
group, making the ball spin in a way that could physically explain its altered bounce eliminated this pattern of recalibration. Importantly,
both groups adjusted their behavior in the kinematic game in the same way, experienced the same set of slants, and were not presented
with low-level cue conflicts that could drive the recalibration. We conclude that observers use predictive kinematic models to accurately
calibrate visual cues to 3D properties of world.
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Introduction
To effectively control our behavior, our sensorimotor systems
need to maintain external accuracy with respect to the world.
Previous research has shown that perceptual attributes can be
recalibrated after extended experience of altered sensory feedback,
such as when wearing laterally displacing or magnifying prisms ( von
Helmholtz, 1925; McLaughlin and Webster, 1967; Adams et al.,
2001). There are, however, many possible causes of the recalibration.
In addition to changing the sensory consequences of a person’s ac-
tions, prisms introduce low-level cue conflicts and alter the overall
statistics of incoming sensory data. Both of these are known to cause
recalibration, but in both instances this can either increase or de-
crease a cue’s external accuracy (Ernst et al., 2000; Atkins et al., 2001;
Adams et al., 2004; Burge et al., 2010; Seydell et al., 2010; van Beers et
al., 2011). This is possible because neither the perceptual estimates
provided by a cue, nor the reliability associated with those estimates,

can signal whether a cue is well calibrated (Smeets et al., 2006; Ernst
and Di Luca, 2011; Scarfe and Hibbard, 2011).

Despite these challenges to accurate calibration, human ob-
servers exhibit expert knowledge of the physics governing the
environment, such as mass, gravity, and object kinematics (Batta-
glia et al., 2013; Smith and Vul, 2013; Smith et al., 2013). Knowl-
edge describing these dynamics could provide the error signals
required to maintain accurate calibration. Our experiment was
designed to test this idea. To do this we manipulated the kine-
matics of a 3D game in which observers altered the slant of a
surface so that a ball would bounce off the surface and through a
target hoop. By altering the bounce angle of the ball we were able
to make the surface behave as if it had a different slant to that
signaled by visual cues. This allowed us to determine whether
observers’ expectations of the ball’s bounce, based on an under-
standing of object kinematics, could drive recalibration of per-
ceived 3D surface slant.

We also examined slant recalibration when the ball’s altered
bounce was coupled with the ball spinning in such a way that it
could “explain away” its altered trajectory (Battaglia et al., 2010;
Shams and Beierholm, 2010; Clark, 2013). The role of internal
physical models and sensory prediction has been most closely
studied in the domain of visuomotor control where it has been
shown that error signals based on sensory prediction can be used
to update information about the current body state (Wolpert et
al., 1998; Cressman and Henriques, 2011; Henriques and Cress-
man, 2012). More recently, research has suggested that internal
models of physical laws may be a much more general part of our
perceptual experience than previously thought (Hamrick et al.,
2011; Battaglia et al., 2013; Smith and Vul, 2013; Smith et al.,
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2013). The experiments reported here provide an unambiguous
test of the extent to which sensory prediction, based on internal
physical models, can be used to calibrate sensory cues so that they
provide accurate information about the world.

Materials and Methods
Apparatus. Stimuli were displayed on a spatially calibrated, gamma cor-
rected, CRT (1600 � 1024 pixels, 85 Hz refresh rate) viewed at a distance
of 50 cm in a completely dark room. At this distance the monitor spanned
�51 � 34 degrees of visual angle. Eye height was matched to the vertical
center of the CRT and head position maintained directly in front of the
center of the monitor with a chin rest. Stereoscopic presentation was
achieved using Stereographics Crystal Eyes CE-3 shutter goggles. All
stimuli were tailored to the interocular distance of each observer and
were rendered in OpenGL using MATLAB and the Psychtoolbox exten-
sions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007). Stimuli were
rendered in red to exploit the fastest phosphor of the monitor. No cross-
talk between the two eyes view was visible.

Participants. There were 12 participants in total (9 male, 3 female). Six
participants were assigned to each condition (four males and two females
in condition one, five males and one female in condition two). All par-
ticipants were naive to the purpose of the experiment, except for P.S.
Sample size was determined on the basis of the consistency of the effects
across participants in a pilot study. The University of Reading Research
Ethics Committee approved the study.

Kinematic ball game. Observers performed two different tasks: a 3D
kinematic ball game and a frontoparallel slant judgment task. In the
kinematic game they had to adjust the slant of a disparity-defined surface
on-line with a mouse so that a moving checkerboard-textured ball (2 cm
diameter) bounced off the surface and through a target hoop (Fig. 1),
Rendered distance to the surface matched that of the screen. The surface
was elliptical with a fixed width of 10 cm, but with a variable height
selected from a uniform distribution of 7.5–12.5 cm (when frontoparal-
lel, this equated to 8.58 and 14.25 degrees, respectively). Varying the
height degraded the use of vertical angular subtense as a cue to slant. The
dot density of the surface was 0.6 dots per cm 2. Each dot had a diameter
of 3.4 pixels (�0.11 degrees) and was positioned with subpixel precision.
The slant of the surface could be adjusted by �50 degrees around its
horizontal axis using lateral mouse movements.

There were 80 trials in each block. On each trial, the starting position of
the ball took a random value within �50 degrees of straight ahead, on an

imaginary circle with a radius of 12 cm cen-
tered on the center of the slanted surface (Fig.
1a,b, shaded region). The position of the hoop
took a random value between �35 degrees of
straight ahead on the same imaginary circle
(Fig. 1a,b, diagonal dashed lines). The ball and
hoop took random positions within different
angular ranges to ensure that when the ball’s
bounce bias was introduced (see below) ob-
servers could always get the ball directly
through the hoop, i.e., they were never given an
impossible task. The orientation of the ball
around its center (in all three dimensions) was
randomized on each trial. The target hoop con-
sisted of eight balls (1 cm in diameter) equally
spaced around a circle 4 cm in diameter and
was always rendered tangential to the imagi-
nary radius on which it was placed. The hoop
and checkerboard-textured ball were illumi-
nated with a single point light source off to the
upper right. The random-dot surface was un-
affected by this light source.

At the beginning of each trial, the checker-
board ball would pause for 1 s in its starting
position before launching directly toward the
center of the surface at a constant speed of 6 cm
s �1. Initially, for the first four blocks, the ball
bounced off the surface vertically with a mirror

reflection, such that AR � AI (Fig. 1). This is, to a first approximation,
how nonspinning balls and planar surfaces behave in real life. For the
next six blocks of trials, a bias was added to the ball’s bounce such that
AR � AI � � (exaggerated for the purpose of illustration in Fig. 1). The
value of � was 15 degrees (sign consistent for a single observer, but
counterbalanced across observers). During this period, for any slant Si,
the surface now behaved as if it had a slant of Si � �/2. For the final four
blocks of trials, the bounce bias was removed. Observers reported that,
throughout the experiment, they remained entirely unaware of the introduc-
tion and removal of � despite having to adapt their behavior in the game to
continue getting the ball through the hoop (for further discussion see Re-
sults, Equivalence of the learning signal across groups).

After bouncing off the surface, the ball continued moving at the same
speed as before the bounce until its center intersected the imaginary circle
upon which it started. The game then paused for 1 s to give observers
feedback about the magnitude of their error. If the center of the ball
passed within the hoop’s radius the hoop turned a lighter shade of red, if
it passed within 1.25–1.5 times its radius it stayed the same shade of red,
and if it passed outside this range it turned a darker shade of red. An error
of zero was achieved if the ball passed directly through the hoop. It was
predicted that, if high-level knowledge can drive sensory recalibration in
addition to adapting behavior, observers might also recalibrate their
perception of slant with introduction and removal of �. This would
happen if observers assumed the laws of kinematics governing the
task were invariant over time and instead used errors in the bounce
task to infer that their encoding of slant from disparity had slipped
out of calibration.

Spinning ball. In a separate condition, for a separate set of observers,
everything was identical to that described above except that when the
scene appeared the checkerboard ball began spinning around its hori-
zontal axis at a speed of 300 degrees/s. The ball’s spin was in the same
direction as the bias added to its bounce. The aim here was that observers
would have to adapt their behavior in the game in the same way, because
� was the same, and would therefore experience the same set of surface
slant; however, the ball’s spin might offer an alternative physical expla-
nation for its altered bounce and thus remove any need for recalibration.
Discounting of this sort need not be a binary decision, but could instead
reflect the degree of certainty the observer has that the alternative expla-
nation is valid. This type of process has been termed “explaining away” in
the context of Bayesian decision theory and can be modeled within a
probabilistic framework (Battaglia et al., 2011).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the kinematic ball task for (a) the nonspinning ball and (b) the spinning ball. During the
experiment on each trial the position of the ball took a random position within a �50 degree range on an imaginary circle 12 cm
in diameter, centered on the center of the slanted surface. This range is represented by the shaded region in a and b. Similarly, on
each trial the hoop took a different random position within a �35 degrees range on the same imaginary circle. This range is
represented by the dashed diagonal lines in a and b. c, Stereogram of the ball game stimuli (left and middle images for divergent
fusion, middle and right image for crossed fusion). d, Sequence of experimental blocks during the experiment.
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Frontoparallel slant judgment task. To track any recalibration of slant
that occurred, all observers completed a frontoparallel slant judgment
task interleaved between game blocks (Fig. 1d). In this task, observers
judged whether a random dot stereogram of a slanted surface (identical
to that used in the kinematic ball game) was sloped toward or away from
them (top near– bottom far, and top far– bottom near, respectively).
During this task, the hoop and ball were not present, but the surface was
otherwise identical to that used in the kinematic ball game, including the
variation in its vertical height on each trial. At the start of each trial, a
fixation point 13 pixels (�0.42 degrees) in diameter was presented for 1 s
centrally in the plane of the screen. The 3D slanted surface was then
presented, also for 1 s. This was replaced by the fixation point, which
remained on the screen until observers indicated their response by press-
ing one of two keyboard buttons. Keyboard responses were used to avoid
any carryover effects from using the mouse for the ball-bounce task.

The slant of the surface was varied using the method of constant stim-
uli (seven slant values, each presented in a randomized order 33 times).
The number of slant values and number of repetitions had provided well
fit psychometric functions in a pilot study. The slant range and slant
center was manually adjusted for each observer as needed throughout the
experiment to ensure that their point of subjective equality (PSE) remained
within the range and that the function encompassed high and low perfor-
mance levels to obtain a good psychometric function fit (Wichmann and
Hill, 2001a, b; Prins and Kingdom, 2009; Kingdom and Prins, 2010). This
was essential as different observers adapted their perception of slant by dif-
ferent magnitudes and these differences could not be predicted a priori (Fig.
4, described in more detail later in the text). We note also, that we chose a task
that observers could understand readily and unambiguously; indeed, subjec-
tively, all found the task exceptionally easy to complete.

Procedure. There were 14 sessions (Fig. 1d) each lasting around half an
hour. Each session consisted of two separate tasks: first, the 3D kinematic
game and second, the frontoparallel, slant judgment task. The exception
to this was the first session, which had an additional block of slant judg-
ment trials before the first block of ball task trails. To maximize the
chances of measuring any recalibration, the last 10 sessions had to be
completed over consecutive days. Furthermore, given that sleep can en-
hance the effects of perceptual learning with stereoscopic stimuli (van Ee,
2001), observers were encouraged to spread these last 10 sessions over a
full working week of 5 d. Therefore, typically, each observer completed
the last 10 blocks, 2 blocks per day for 5 consecutive days.

Results
Kinematic ball game
Observers’ average error across blocks of the ball game was cal-
culated, as well as the average slant presented throughout the task

(Fig. 2). Because half of the observers experienced a positive
bounce bias and half a negative bounce bias, in all graphs, for
those observers where � was negative we have multiplied their
data by �1. As can be seen, observers in the two conditions (non-
spinning and spinning ball) learned to change their behavior in
response to the altered bounce in the same way and at the same
rate over the full course of the experiment, including with the
introduction and removal of � (Fig. 2a). This was confirmed by a
within-subjects ANOVA, with experimental block as a between-
subjects factor, which showed that there was a significant main
effect of experimental block (F(13,130) � 16.50, p � 0.001), but no
significant effect of group (F(1,10) � 0.72, p � 0.42), and no in-
teraction (F(13,130) � 1.0, p � 0.46). As a result of this, observers
in each group experienced the same slants during the ball game
(Fig. 2b; this is also true if medians are used instead of means). We
can therefore be confident that any differences in recalibration
observed across the two groups cannot be caused by differences in
the slants seen during the ball game or differences in the way
observers in each group learned to respond to the altered bounce.
For example, there is no evidence in our data that the ball spin-
ning disrupted how observers adapted to its altered bounce. In-
deed, the magnitude of � was specifically selected on the basis of
piloting so that this would not occur.

Recalibration of perceived slant
Cumulative Gaussian functions were fitted to the slant judgment
data by a maximum likelihood procedure in MATLAB using the
Palamedes software package (Prins and Kingdom, 2009; King-
dom and Prins, 2010; Prins, 2012). The PSE and 95% confidence
intervals were estimated via bootstrapping. The PSE represents
the slant that observers would perceive as frontoparallel. Figure 3
shows the mean PSEs for observers in each group across the 15
sessions. Here, to remove any small constant biases in perceived
frontoparallel, each observer’s data have been normalized to the
mean slant seen as frontoparallel across blocks 3–5 (mean shift of
0.46 degrees across observers). Additionally, as for the ball game
data, where � was negative the observer’s data have been multi-
plied by �1 to make the bounce biases’ polarity comparable
across observers.

Figure 2. a, Mean bounce error across sessions during the ball bounce task. b, Mean seen slant during each session of the ball bounce task (note: Normal-R � Normal bounce regained). Error bars
show SEM. The blue vertical stripes highlight the final block of each phase of the experiment. These are included on the data plots to ease comparison across this figure and Figure 3.
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Effects over time
As can be seen in Figure 3a, when the bounce bias was introduced
(blocks 6 –11) observers in the nonspinning ball group recali-
brated their perception of slant so that a perceptually frontopar-
allel surface became more like the surface that behaved like a
frontoparallel surface in the ball game. Upon removal of the
bounce bias observers were able to more rapidly switch back to
the previous sensory mapping for perceived slant, as would be
predicted by previous research (Welch et al., 1993; van Dam et al.,
2013). Consistent with this, within-subjects ANOVA showed that
for the nonspinning ball condition there was no significant reca-
libration across sessions in the normal bounce phase (F(3,15) �
0.43, p � 0.73, ns), there was significant recalibration during the
altered bounce phase (F(5,25) � 3.54, p � 0.015), and no signifi-
cant recalibration over the phase where the normal bounce was
regained (F(3,15) � 0.84, p � 0.49, ns). In contrast, with the spin-
ning ball there was no significant recalibration in any phase of the
experiment (normal bounce phase: F(3,15) � 0.33, p � 0.81, ns;
altered bounce phase: F(5,25) � 2.03, p � 0.11, ns; and when the
normal bounce was regained: F(3,15) � 3.11, p � 0.06, ns).

Perceived slant after full experience
We would expect the maximum learning effect to be evident at
the end of each phase of the experiment where the bounce was
altered, i.e., after blocks 11 and 15. Figure 3c shows the slant
perceived as frontoparallel in these cases compared with that in
block five, which was the last block of the normal bounce phase,
before introduction of the altered bounce. As can be seen, with a
nonspinning ball, experience of a biased bounce resulted in sig-
nificant recalibration of perceived slant; however, this recalibra-
tion was eliminated when the introduction of the bounce bias was
coupled with the ball spinning. Between-subjects ANOVA
showed there to be a significant main effect of condition (spin-
ning vs nonspinning ball; F(1,30) � 6.39, p � 0.017) and experi-
mental phase (normal bounce, altered bounce, and normal
bounce regained, F(2,30) � 6.26, p � 0.005), as well as a significant
condition by phase interaction (F(2,30) � 8.41, p � 0.001). This
interaction arose because perceived frontoparallel was the same
after each phase of the experiment with the spinning ball, but not
with the nonspinning ball (Fig. 3c).

Figure 3. Slant perceived as frontoparallel, normalized across observers, as measured with the frontoparallel slant judgment task interleaved between ball bounce blocks. This is shown for (a)
the nonspinning ball group and (b) the spinning ball group. c, Overall recalibration effect averaged across observers in each group. This represents the slant perceived as frontoparallel at the end of
each phase of the experiment, i.e., sessions 5, 11, and 15, as highlighted in a and b. Error bars all show SEM.
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Consistency of effects over observers
We were interested in how consistent the recalibration effect was
across observers. In Figure 4 we plot perceived slant at the end of
each phase of the experiment, for each observer, in each condi-
tion. Here error bars show bootstrapped 95% confidence inter-
vals around the perceived slant PSEs. As can be seen visually, the
predicted recalibration effect was highly consistent across all ob-
servers in the no-spin condition. In contrast, the recalibration
effect was absent in all observers in the spinning ball condition.
To test this statistically, on a per observer basis, we used a boot-
strapped likelihood ratio (LR) test to compare the PSEs generated
by each observer at the end of each stage of the experiment (King-
dom and Prins, 2010; i.e., normal bounce phase compared with
altered bounce phase, and altered bounce phase compared with
normal bounce regained phase).

For each observer, we first determined the likelihood of the
data from both conditions assuming a single psychometric func-
tion, with a single PSE (1PSE model), versus two separate psycho-
metric functions, with different PSEs and, potentially, different
slopes (2PSE model). The 1PSE model assumes that there is no
effect of adaptation and that any difference between the data in
the two conditions is simply due to sampling noise. In contrast,
the 2PSE model assumes that the difference between PSEs is due
to a significant recalibration effect and not just sampling noise.
The ratio of these two likelihoods (1PSE/2PSE) gives us the LR,
which is a measure of the relative goodness of fit of the 1PSE and
2PSE models. If there is indeed no difference between conditions
(i.e., no recalibration effect), a generative 1PSE model needs to be
able to generate an LR as small as that derived from the experi-
mental data (Kingdom and Prins, 2010).

To assess this we used the Palamedes toolbox (Prins and King-
dom, 2009) to simulate each observer in an experiment with the
same stimulus intensities as in the real experimental conditions,
1000 times, each time generating responses in accordance with
the 1PSE model and recalculated the LR. From these simulations
we determined the probability with which an observer whose
PSEs do not differ (1PSE model) could generate an LR as small as
that generated by a real observer in the experiment. This deter-
mines the solid and dashed lines in Figure 4. Solid lines indicate
that 5% or less of the 1000 simulations of the 1PSE model pro-

duced an LR less than or equal to that of the experimental data
(i.e., a difference at the p � 0.05 level). Conversely, dashed lines
indicate no significant difference (p � 0.05). From this analysis it
is clear that the group effects we report are also highly robust and
consistent across individual observers in the experiment.

Equivalence of the learning signal across groups
The experiment was designed, as far as possible, to equate the
learning signal across the two experimental conditions. One pos-
sible difference that it is important to exclude is that the spinning
ball simply caused observers to be more uncertain as to its trajec-
tory and that this provided a weaker learning signal for recalibra-
tion. It has been shown previously that participants in both
groups adapted in the same way and at the same rate to the altered
bounce (Fig. 2). This suggests that the learning signal was equally
effective in both conditions. However, the reliability of the learn-
ing signal can also be examined directly by looking at the variabil-
ity of participants’ behavior in each group. Specifically, if it really
were participant uncertainty about the ball’s trajectory that de-
termined the extent of slant recalibration, participants in the
spinning ball group should show greater variability in the ball
task during the altered bounce phase, and, regardless of group,
those participants who were more variable should show less reca-
libration of slant.

As a measure of variability, the mean SD of bounce errors was
calculated across participants in each group during the altered
bounce phase of the experiment, i.e., across the whole period in
which they experienced the learning signal that triggered the ini-
tial recalibration. As can be seen in Figure 5, there was on average
no difference in variability across groups (between-subjects t test,
t � 0.5, p � 0.63, ns), and no relationship between how variable
an observer was during the ball task and the magnitude of their
recalibration of slant (magnitude of recalibration being calcu-
lated as the difference between the PSE in block 15 and PSE in
block 11, just as in Fig. 4). This was true for both the spinning ball
(R 2 � 0.01, p � 0.85, ns) and nonspinning ball groups (R 2 �
0.097, p � 0.55, ns). We can therefore conclude that the magni-
tude of slant recalibration was not determined by differences in
the variability of the learning signal across groups. Note also that

Figure 4. Recalibration effect for each observer in the (a) nonspinning ball and (b) spinning ball groups. This is in the same format as Figure 3c, and shows the slant perceived as frontoparallel
at the end of each phase of the experiment, i.e., sessions 5, 11, and 15, as highlighted in Figure 3a and b. Error bars show bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals from the psychometric function fit.
Solid lines show differences between PSEs at the p � 0.05 level, dashed lines show no significant difference. Participant labeled A1 is P.S. Blue bands delineate the data from each observer.
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our conclusions remain unchanged if an alternative measure of
variability, such as the SD in the last altered bounce block, is used.

Despite this analysis, some might argue that the mere fact that
the spinning ball trials are noticeably “different” in some unspec-
ified way might disrupt the learning signal required for slant
recalibration, while leaving no measurable effect on observers’
behavior. While this is possible, without specifying a putative
mechanism for this disruption this would be hard, if not impos-
sible, to objectively test. Furthermore, exactly the same criticism
applies to similar experiments that explore explaining away
(Knill and Kersten, 1991; Battaglia et al., 2010). This is due to the
fact that for explaining away to occur there always has to be a
difference between conditions, i.e., a signal that does the “ex-
plaining” in one condition that is absent in another condition.
One can therefore always counter that an unspecified and un-
known property of that signal, other than that identified, could
account for the explaining away. We have therefore taken the
pragmatic approach of equating the reliability of the learning
signal across groups and demonstrating that there is no statistical
difference between experimental conditions and no relationship
between uncertainty in the learning signal and the magnitude of
slant recalibration.

It is also worth noting that in pilots for this experiment, if the
bounce bias was too large participants immediately noticed it and
attempted to consciously “correct” for it. This resulted in highly
erratic behavior and no recalibration of slant. It was therefore
essential that observers did not consciously detect the altered
bounce. With the magnitude of � used, this was the case for all of
the observers. What observers did notice was that in some blocks
they missed the hoop more often, but they universally attributed
this to having a “bad day” or “bad block of the game.” None had
any idea that this drop in performance was caused by a biased
bounce. Of course, failing to notice an altered bounce consistent
with a 7.5 degree difference in slant is very different from distinguish-
ing two slants separated by 7.5 degrees, as in a slant threshold task.

Discussion
Our results show that human observers recalibrate their percep-
tion of 3D surface slant when they experience altered visual feed-

back consistent with a surface having a different slant to that
signaled by disparity cues. Observers therefore appear to have
assumed that the physical laws governing the kinematic task were
invariant over time and used prediction errors caused by the
altered bounce to recalibrate their perception of slant to bring it
back into alignment with the physical behavior of the surface.
Furthermore, when an alternative for the altered feedback pre-
sented itself (the ball spinning), this pattern of recalibration was
eliminated, suggesting that observers used the ball’s spin to ex-
plain away (Battaglia et al., 2010) its altered bounce. Importantly,
the recalibration we observed (or lack thereof, in the case of the
spinning ball) could not be accounted for in terms of response
biases, low-level cue conflicts, uncertainty in the learning signal,
or alterations to the statistics of incoming sensory data. It was
especially important to exclude these in our experiment as they
have been shown in the past to cause recalibration (Ernst et al.,
2000; Atkins et al., 2001; Burge et al., 2010), and this control has
not been possible in previous research using traditional tech-
niques such as prism adaptation (Ogle, 1950; Pick et al., 1969;
Adams et al., 2001).

The use of error signals based on sensory prediction has long
been studied in the domain of visuomotor control (Blakemore et
al., 1998; Wolpert et al., 1998; Blakemore et al., 2001). Within this
domain there are similarities between explaining away (Battaglia
et al., 2010), as described here, and a mechanism that has been
termed “credit assignment” (Berniker and Kording, 2008).
Credit assignment acts to assign motor errors across different
effectors or actions for the purposes of recalibration (Franklin
and Wolpert, 2011; Wolpert and Landy, 2012). However, the
importance of sensory prediction in calibrating cues, including
those to 3D object properties, has not been fully appreciated until
now. Our results suggest that the ability to compare incoming
sensory signals to expected values, in this case using predictive
kinematic models (Smith and Vul, 2013; Smith et al., 2013), is a
critical component in keeping visual cues such as slant from dis-
parity well calibrated. This is understandable given that cues
themselves carry no information about their accuracy (Berkeley,

Figure 5. The extent of individual observers’ recalibration of slant as a function of their variability in the 3D kinematic game. The magnitude of recalibration is calculated as perceived slant after
block 11 minus perceived slant after block 5 (just as in Fig. 4). This is plotted against the average SD of bounce errors in the ball game during the altered bounce phase of the experiment. This is shown
for (a) the nonspinning ball group and (b) the spinning ball group. The solid line in both plots shows a least-squares linear fit to the data, with 95% confidence intervals of the fit shown with dashed
lines (statistics of linear regression inset). The dotted horizontal lines show zero recalibration. In the lower part of both a and b the group mean bounce error SD during the altered bounce phase of
the experiment is shown for both groups, with less opacity for the condition shown on each graph. Symbols for averages match those of the individual data. Error bars show SEM.
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1709; Smeets et al., 2006; Burge et al., 2010; Ernst and Di Luca,
2011; Scarfe and Hibbard, 2011; Zaidel et al., 2011).

We see two additional areas where sensory prediction may be
important: first, in determining how novel cues to object prop-
erties are learned and, second, in determining when existing cues
to object properties should be combined. Previous research has
shown that novel cues to object properties can be learned through
a process of paired association with existing “trusted” cues (Hai-
jiang et al., 2006; Ernst, 2007). However, this type of learning
cannot guarantee that the learned cue is providing accurate in-
formation about the world. One way in which this could be
achieved is by learning cues that provide behavioral predictabil-
ity, even in the absence of correlations with existing trusted cues.
Once learned, past behavior could also indicate whether cues are
likely to have a common cause and hence should be combined.
Previous research has shown that cues that are spatially (Gep-
shtein et al., 2005) and temporally (Parise et al., 2012) correlated
are more likely to be combined. However, spurious correlations
could also arise with discrepant sensory stimuli that should re-
main segregated. Using behavioral predictability as a cue to a
common cause would avoid this problem.

It is worth noting that the recalibration we observed was not
sufficient to completely account for the behavior of the ball (it
was �16% of “full” recalibration). This is consistent with previ-
ous studies demonstrating explaining away (Battaglia et al., 2010,
2011). The extent of explaining away is likely to be affected by
numerous variables that influence the observer’s beliefs about the
causal structure of the stimuli (Körding et al., 2007; Battaglia et
al., 2011). As discussed in the Materials and Methods section,
explaining away need not necessarily be an all-or-none phenom-
enon. Our data indicate a significant difference between the spin-
ning and nonspinning ball cases (Figs. 3c, 4), demonstrated by
testing the null hypothesis that there is no recalibration. How-
ever, given an appropriately rich dataset, a full Bayesian model
could test a much wider range of outcomes that include a variable
degree of explaining away.

There is debate about the extent to which the realism of stim-
uli is helpful in distinguishing between hypotheses in experi-
ments (De Gelder and Bertelson, 2003; Felsen and Dan, 2005;
Rust and Movshon, 2005; Battaglia et al., 2013; Scarfe and Hib-
bard, 2013). However, in our experiment the fact that observers
used the ball’s spin to explain away the need for recalibration,
even with a simplified simulation of kinematics, suggests that the
information provided to observers was sufficient for them to
infer the causal structure of the stimuli and use this to determine
the extent of sensory recalibration.

It is also important to note that observers had far greater experi-
ence of real-world physics between experimental sessions than they
did of the altered physics within experimental sessions, so the mag-
nitude of recalibration was unlikely to fully account for the ball’s
altered bounce. This is consistent with previous research on percep-
tual learning and sensory adaptation of 3D object properties (Adams
et al., 2004; Ernst, 2007). As such, it suggests that the learning we
observed must have been context specific; otherwise observers’ ex-
perience of real-world physics between sessions would have overrid-
den any learning driven by altered physics within sessions. This type
of specificity has been demonstrated in previous studies on percep-
tual learning where an adaptation state can be yoked to the context in
which it was learned (Welch et al., 1993; Martin et al., 1996; Osu et
al., 2004; Kerrigan and Adams, 2013; van Dam et al., 2013).

We also note that it is an open question as to whether the
recalibration observed altered the mapping between disparity

and perceived slant, or the mapping between perceived slant and
the observer’s response. Previous research suggests that percep-
tual learning and adaptation may be driven by both cue-specific
and cue-invariant mechanisms (Adams et al., 2001; Ivanchenko
and Jacobs, 2007). However, the fact that observers remained
consciously unaware of the altered bounce and that the recalibra-
tion was measured in a different task, with a different mode of
response, provides evidence in favor of the hypothesis that reca-
libration altered the mapping between disparity and perceived
slant. It is also clear that, in addition to perceptual recalibration,
some response recalibration also occurred, as observers in the
spinning ball group were able to improve their performance in
the altered bounce phase of the experiment in exactly the same
way as the no-spin group, despite the fact that they exhibited no
recalibration of perceived slant.

Overall, our results, together with those on visuomotor adap-
tation, highlight the fact that cues are simply arbitrary patterns of
sensory data that allow us to make accurate predictions about
their hidden world causes (Berkeley, 1709; Gibson, 1950). This
predictability is embodied in our understanding of physical laws
(Smith and Vul, 2013; Smith et al., 2013) and our own bodily
mechanics (Wolpert et al., 1998). Throughout our discussion we
have drawn the distinction between sensory cues and error sig-
nals produced by a discrepancy between predicted and observed
sensory feedback. While this distinction has been profitable (At-
kins et al., 2001, 2003; Cressman and Henriques, 2011; Henriques
and Cressman, 2012), ultimately, a close iterative relationship
between the two must exist, as the only information available
from which to derive error signals is that provided by the senses
(von Helmholtz, 1925; Gregory, 1980; Knill and Richards, 1996;
Rao and Ballard, 1999; Clark, 2013). The spatial and temporal
invariance of the physics governing the world is one way to con-
strain possible solutions to this open-ended self-calibration
problem.
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